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NEW SOLIDARITY INTERNATIONAL PRESS SERVICE 

�ecial Re�orts 

Is Jimmy Carter Brainwashed? 

Democrat Linked To Institute Terrorists 

July 4 (NSIPS) - The Democratic Party is on the verge of 
nominating a virtual brainwashed zombie - Jimmy Carter 
- as its Presidential candidate for the bicentennial-year 
elections. 

In a scandal that makes the 1972 Tom Eagleton fiasco look 
like peanuts, the U.S. Labor Party has accumulated evidence 
showing that the entire Carter "phenomenon" was con
cocted, Clockwork Orange style, in the subbasement 
laboratories of the Institute for Policy Studies-Brookings 
Institution-Trilateral Commission think-tank circuit, at the 
behest of top Wall Street bankers including David Rock
efeller and Averell Harriman. 

The emotionally unstable Carter, moreover, appears to be 
under the direct psychological control of Dr. Peter Bourne, a 
known brainwasher currently operating as Carter's mid
Atlantic campaign coordinator. Bourne was described by one 
well-placed Democratic Party source in Chicago as spending 
"half his time with the Institute for Policy Studies crew and 
the other half with John Gardner" of the Rockefeller-funded 
Watergating machine, Common Cause. Bourne is also a key 
agent creator of the CIA's terrorist gangs now being ac
tivated by Lower Manhattan's insurrectionists to overthrow 
the country's Constitutional government and to install a 
completely manipulable zombie like Carter in the Oval Of
fice. 

Parroting such code words as "trust", "love" and "unity" 
. 
in a linguistician's computer, Carter's empty hulk is being 
transported around the country to preach the virtues of fas
cism to the population. As part of this effort, the motley 
assortment of reputed Weathermen, related police agents 
and naive teenagers who comprise the bulk of Carter's de
cidedly weak campaign apparatus are actively conspiring to 
deprive the Labor Party 1976 LaRouche-Evans Presidential 
ticket of Ballot status. 

Is Carter Brainwashed? 
There is every indication that Carter's Tavistock grin and 

his synthetic religion are the direct results of a sytematic 
behavior modification program carried out by his "closest 
friend," psychiatrist Peter Bourne, and by his sister, Ruth 
Carter Stapleton. Sister Ruth, a so-called born-again 
Christian, practices a hideous primal scream type of therapy 
overlaid with a gloss of "faithhealing" fundamentalism. 

Carter has a history of marked mental instability which 
would make him highly susceptible to such a brainwash 
program as well as rendering him completely unfit for the 
intense demands of the presidency. In 1966, shortly after 
losing his first Georgia gubernatorial bid, Carter suffered a 
major mental crisis. "Life had no purpose ... even the 
smallest failures seemed like calamities to me," Carter said 
of this breakdown. He "resolved" the breakdown, he wrote, 
when his sister Ruth. an attempted suicide turned faithhealer 
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- got him to "surrender his will to God." 

The Institute Brainwasher Behind Jimmy 
Carter eagerly surrendered his will-not to God, but to 

Wall Street. Just prior to his second grab at the governorship 
in 1970, Carter hooked up with psychiatrist Peter Bourne, 
who was then running a brainwash center in Atlanta. Bourne 
quickly became the empty shell's "closest friend." 

Scion of a British intelligence family, Bourne trained in 
psychiatry at the Walter Reed Army Research Institute, 
notorious as a brainwash center, before deploying to Viet
nam in 1966 to profile U.S. Special Forces in combat. 
Returning to the United States a year later, Bourne was 
assigned to the State Department's counterinsurgency arm, 
the Agency for International Development (AID). 
Simultaneously Bourne launched his domestic coun
terinsurgency career. Drawing on his psywar experience in 
Vietnam, Bourne set up the terrorist countergang, the 
Vietnam Veterans Against the War, and joined the board of 
directors of the Institute for Policy Studies southern outlet, . 

the Institute for Southern Studies in Atlanta. There Bourne 
met and promptly befriended the unstable Carter. 

Carter returned the favor as soon as he became governor. 
He appointed Bourne to head up Georgia's drug abuse 
program and also granted him the only permit in the state for 
methadone, the drug created by the Nazis to make people 
work faster with no pain. At the same time, Carter was 
reportedly receiving funds from Capricorn Records, a rock 
record company currently under investigation as the nexus· 
of a major drug-running operation in Atlanta. 

. 

In 1972, while still working closely with Carter, Bourne was 
given the number two job at the White House's Special Ac
tion Office on Drug Abuse. From there he directed various 
terrorist-producing drug programs, including the infamous 
Lincoln Hospital Detox center in the Bronx, N.Y. where the 
cop-killing Black Liberation Army was hatched. One of 
Bourne's personal visits to Lincoln Detox occurred on the 
same day that a Detox brainwash doctor, Richard Taft, was 
found dead in a closet. 

. 

Carter as Gcwernor: 
Laying out of the Red Carpet for Brookings 

Bourne clearly saw in Carter the perfect opportunity to 
create a Manchurian candidate. According to Bourne's 
father - a former major in the British Army's Special 
Forces who currently heads the Yerkes Primate Research 
Center for the study of apes and baboons - his son "has 
always been interested in how to get a President elected from 
the sociological and behavioral experimental points of view. 
He's the person on Carter's staff who is running a really 
scientific presidential campaign." 
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Under the tutelage. of mad scientist Bourne and other IPS 
agents, Carter's four-year term as governor of Georgia beCame 
an experiment in proto-fascism. Beginning in 1971, Carter's 
term coincided with an abrupt sbift in Wall Street's Southern 
strategy. Previously the major financiers, especially the 
Rockefeller brothers, had used the South as a haven for industry 
escaping the organized industrial working class of the North. 
The onset of the world depression in 1967 forced them to drop all 
pretense at industrial development. A massive zero-growth 
.campaign was launched, aimed at convincing the Southern po
pulation that the limits of growth had been reached, and that 
some form of austerity was not only necessary but desirable. 

Jimmy Carter became the chief spokesman for this anti-
human outlook in the so-called New South .. As'Pat Walters, an 
IPS-linked Atlanta-based counterinsurgent observed recently, 
'.'Carter said the things that needed saying. When other people 
were still talking about attracting indulltry to the state, Carter 
was talking about - the quality of life." Working out of Ford 
Foundation and Rockefeller Foundation-controlled institutions 
such as the highly-influential Growth Policy Board, the L. Q. C. 
Lamar Society and the Southern Regional Council, Gov. Carter 

. inaugurated a series of sweeping fascist "reforms." 
One of his first actions upon taking office was to permit more 

than 100 whiz kids from private industry, government and the 
think-tanks (most notably MIT and Brookings) to de facto take 
over the state. Ostensibly working to develop a plan for making 
Georgia'! government more manageable, these Wall Street 

. agents actually experimented with many of the same Nazi 
programs which Carter is now fronting for on a national scale. 

H�kapped and mentally-ill patients were removed from hospi
tals and put to work under the guise of rehabilitation. Metha
done maintenance was introduced into the state's drug program 
through Carter's controller, Peter Bourne. A speed-up program 
for state workers was initiated. "Soft" counterinsurgency 
techniques like Civil Disturbance Units were introduced on a 
large-scale for the first time in the country . 

Carter meanwhile rammed through the State legislature a 
series of so-called "sunshine bills" pioneered by Common 
Cause's John Gardner. The bills which ostensibly made 
government "more accessible" had as their primary purpose 
the terrorizing of any independent-minded legislators. The 
courts were "streamlined" along the lines developed by 
Rockefeller lawyer John J. McCloy's New York-based Fund for 
the Modern Courts. Brainwashing "therapy" programs were 
introduced into the state's "mental health" and prison institu
tions. A statewide austerity program was launched under the 
fanciful title of "zero-based budgeting." Not surprisingly, most 
Georgians concurred that, as governor. Carter "stunk." 

Wall Street. however, thought differently. 
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While mad scientist Bourne functions as Carter's im
mediate personal controler, a small group of preeminent 
Wall Street financiers and their personal think-tankers 
constitute the actual machine behind Carter. David· 
Rockefeller and Averell Harriman, handpicked Carter to run 
for the presidency in 1973. Having successfully unleashed 
their Watergate insurrection team against President NixOll, 
the two cabalists decided to create the optimum "post
Watergate" candidate whose. anti-big business, anti-growth, 
and anti-corruption facade would paste a smile over their· 
fascist policies. 

After putting Carter under observation for a while, 
Rockefeller recruited him to his newly formed Trilateral 
Commission in December. There he was turned over to 
commission director Zbigniew Brzezinski and the Wharton 
School's Lawrence Klein for programming from the bottom 
up. Gloating, controller Bourne recalled how "David 
Rockefeller and Brzezinski agreed immediately that Carter 
was the ideal politician to be built." 

Several months later Clockwork Orange Carter launched 
his campaign with ample financial support from his 
Rockefeller-Harriman benefactors, including George Ball's 
investment banking firm, Lehman Bros.: the South African 
butchers Oppenheimer and Co.; Mobil Oil; C.Douglas Dillon; 
Henry Ford II, Time-Life's Henry Luce III: nuclear madman 
Paul Nitze, and others. 

From Plantation to Concentration Camp 
From the beginning of 'his campaign, Carter served as a 

mouthpiece for Lower Manhattan's most explicit Scbachtian 
schemes. His foreign policy program - designed by Ball 
Nitze, Brzezinski, and Richard Cooper of the Trilateral 
Commission - has been lauded in the Washington Post as 
indistinguishable from that of the warmongering Secretary 
of State Henry Kissinger. Carter's domestic program -

hatched from the bowels of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and Brookings - demands the most vile forms of 
slave labor, including Hitler-youth type work camps. Carter 
also has publicly endorsed breaking strikes and busting 
unions in order to repay the banks' debts and was in· 
strmental in pushing through the infamous Ohio CCC bill. 

Self-described as "poor white trash made good," Carter iE 
aspiring to be puppet president of a vast Wall Street-run plan· 
tation, complete with chain gangs. No wonder so man) 
Democratic Party convention delegates are responding to 
the Labor Party expose of Carter by threatening to defect not 
only from the Manchurian candidate, but from the party. As 
one Washington delegate put it: "I knew the guy was a 
zombie. Nobody could be that stupid normally." 


